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1. Introduction 
The problem of determining the optimal procedure for the replacement 
of capital or military equipment has been a constant concern of industrial 
firms and military organizations. Numerous studies have been made in 
the field from early days. 
Following the pioneer work of.J. S. Taylor [2-4] and Harold Hotelling 
[14], Gabriel Preinreich (21] introduces the important concept of the replace-
ment chain, which shows that the economic replacement of a machine is 
affected by the entire chain of successive renewals over the firm 1s planning 
horizon. Armen Alchian (2] considers the replacement problem in the 
explicit functional framework and shows the simple algorithm of the solution. 
Dynamic program.ming technique is successfully applied by Richard Bellman 
[3], and further extended by Stuart Dreyfus [6]. Dreyfus presents a general 
solution to the problem of evaluating the decision to keep or to replace 
involving a finite, fixed time horizon model. 
Conceived and developed in conjunction with the investment and inventory 
theory, the study of optimal replacement has never really extended its benefits 
I 
to the study of consumer durables. 
The primary objective of this paper is to study the replacement problems 
within the inter-temporal utility maximization framework. 2 A consumer has 
a finite, fixed time horizon. (T) 3 and derives utility from the consumption of 
both durables and non-durables. In the paper we choose housing as an exa.mple 
of a consumer durable. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a short survey 
of the literature of replacement theory. Section 3 introduces a fairly detailed 
exposition of the model, in which replacement occurs once. Section 4 
2 
derives and characterizes the optimal consumption sequence, The well-
kno"\vn Fisherian result is observed, i.e., the optimal consumption sequence 
is increasing (decreasing) provided the ratio of interest rate to the subjective 
time preference is larger (smaller) than unity. Section 5 coP..siders the 
problem of comparative dynamics, i.e., changing some parameters such 
as the price of a new house or the market rate of interest and observing 
the corresponding changes in the consumption sequence. It is noted that 
the change in the price of a new hou~e shifts the whole consumption sequence 
either upward or downward depending upon what happens to the final stock 
of wealth as the price changes. The ambiguity of the results presented 
arises because of the presence of "wealth effects 11 which correspond closely 
with comparable 11 income effects 11 in static analysis. The changes in the 
market rate of interest have a less simple effect upon the consumption 
sequence than the price change. The effect of price change and interest rate 
change upon the optimal replacement time is also examined in Section 5. 
2. A Survey of the Literature in the Replacement Theory 
The theory of replacement has been founded upon the objective of 
spacing equipment replacements so as to maximize the 11 goodwill, 11 or 
the present value al quasi-rent stream less the present value of all 
capital outlays, associated with a chain of successive equipment renewals 
in the framework of an entrepreneur 1 s investment horizon. 4 Depending 
upon the nature of the horizon we may separate the replacement problem 
into the following three categories: (l) finite chain, (2) infinite chain, 
(3) fixed time horizon. 
(1) Finite Chain. The entrepreneur's horizon extends over a finite 
chain of machines, i.e., he plans the introduction 0£ a machine which is 
to be replaced some given finite number of times in the future. The 
problem is stated as one of maximizing an expression of the form (1) 
below with respect to J.. {j = 1, 2, • •• , n), the period of the respective 
J 
machine's service. 
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To simplify the notation we adopt Lk such that Lk = ~~=l£j k 1,2," · ,n. 
G 
5 Q(Lj,a) 
S/Lj, Cj) 
ci 
the good will of a finite chain (n) of machines 
- the quasi-rent of the machine purchased at time Lj 
of age a 
the scrap value of the jth machine at time Lj 
the cost of the jth machine 
r(T) - the rate of interest. 
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For brevity v7e assume the entrepreneur makes the replacement with the 
identical type of machine and we also assume the constancy of the scrap 
value and the rate of interest. Thus we have the following 11 goodwill11 
function. 
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Following Preinreich, instead of differentiating the above expression with 
respect to £. 
J 
(j = 1, · · ·, n) we differentiate the conceptionally identical 
but operationally easier form below with respect to T. 
J 
(j = l,Z,···,n). 
(3) Gj 
T. 
J J rt -rT. Q(t)e- dt + (S + Gj_ 1)e l_c 0 
Here the subscript j = 1, 2, • · ·, n indicates the number of links in the chain 
from the end of the horizon. Thus T 1 corresponds to 1 n and T n corresponds 
to 11 above. 
Assuming the second order condition is satisfied, the maximizing 
condition is dG./dT. 0, i. e,, 
(4) Q(T .) = 
J 
J J 
6 
r(S + G .. 1) J-
Beginning with G
0 
= 0, the above equation determines T 1 , the economic life 
of the last machine in the chain. Substituting this into (3) yields G 1, '\vhlch 
5 
is in turn inserted into (4) to find T 2• We continue this operation to 
find T. and G. for j = 1, 2, · • •, n. 7 The maximizing condition (4) states 
J J 
that the quasi-rent at the time of discarding must be equal to the interest 
on the scrap value plus interest on all future 11 goodwills." 
Given the quasi-rent declines as the machine ages, we observe 
each machine will have a longer optimum life than its predecessor in the 
chronological chain. 8 The 11 goodwill, 11 or the present value of quasi-rent 
less all the capital outlays increases as the nun:iber of replacements increase. 9 
One special case of this finite chain is when the entrepreneur considers 
a machine isolated from the future course of events after its scrapping, in 
other words he takes no account of the machine that will replace it, i.e., 
n = 1. We have the quasi-rent function in the usual form below. 
(5) 
z 
x(t) 
M(t) 
(6) 
(7) 
Q(t) zx(t) - M(t). 
- known market price of the product 
rate of production 
combined rate of all expenses except depreciation and interest. 
Substituting (5) into (3) and (4) we obtain 
T f [zx(t) -rt -rT M(t)1e dt +Se - C G 
0 
zx(T) - M(T) rs. 
The work of J.S. Taylor (24], later simplified and refined by H. Hotelling 
[14] comes into this category with some modification. lO Instead of maximizing 
the "good will11 they try to minimize "unit cost11 w of the form below. 11 
(8) w 
T f -rt -rt M(t)e dt - Se + C 
0 
0 
T J -rt x{t)e dt 
6 
Differentiate the above equation with respect to T and set it equal to 
zero, we obtain the minimizing condition of the form 
(9) w(T)x(T) - M(T) rS. 
It is clear that the respective optimal life of a machine axrived at in the above 
two methods, i.e., the solutions to equation (7) and equation (9), are quite 
different in general. 
2. Inifinite Chain. If the entrepreneur 1 s horizon extends over an infinite 
chain of machines, then the future ngoodwil1' 1 at each period must be the same 
due to the nature of infinity. Thus we are to maximize the expression of the 
form below in each period with respect to T. 
J 
(j = 1, 2, •.. ). 
(I 0) 
T· 
f J t -rT· G = Q(t)e -r dt + {S + G)e J 
a· 
- c 
And the maxintlzing condition 
(11) Q(Tj) r(S + G) 
Thus it is clear in the infiitite chain case that each machine in the chain will 
have the same optimal life (T). Substituting (11) into (10) we obtain12 
(12) Q(T) r [S + 
1 _ e -rT 
T ( J Q(t)e-rtdt +Se -rT 
0 
7 
- cl ]. 
which states that the quasi-rent at the time of replacement must be equal 
to the interest on its scrap value plus interest on all future 11 goodMlls)' 
which is of course constant. 
3. Fixed Time Horizon. "Some types of services may not be 
needed for an indefinitely long period, and some agencies may view thern-
selves as being appropriately concerned only with the truncated future, 
13 
perhaps only with the next 20 or 30 years. 11 If the entrepreneur 1 s time 
horizon is thus fixed, then what will be the optimal replacement policy? 
Should he replace the machine at all? If he replaces, how often and when? 
The information from the analysis of the finite chain will partially 
help us in answering the number of replacements to be made but it does 
not answer the question of when to replace. Let T be the fixed time horizon, 
then if T is equal or greater than the optimal horizon associated with some 
fixed number of machines, ii, then the optimal number of machines required 
- 14 is greater than or equal to n, i.e., 
15 
(13) T ~ T(U) ~ n(T) _?: n 
where T{Il) - optimal time horizon associated vvith n nUlYlber of machines 
- " T(n) = :E Ti 
i= 1 
n(T) optimal number of machines associated with the time horizon T, 
Suppose an optimal number of replacements n('T) is chosen 16 given 
fixed horizon T, then the optimal life length of each machine (m.) can be obtained 
J -
by differentiating the form below with respect to mj j = 1, · · · ,n(T) and setting 
them equal to zero. 
(14) G 
where M. 
' 
(15) dG 
dm·j 
n(T)-1 M. 1 ~ u- ,+Q(t -rt -rMi+l M 1)e dt +Se -rMi Ce } 
i 
i 
z:j= lmj i=l, 2, · · • ,n(T); M =' 0, M --1= T 0 n(T) 
0 =<:> Q(m.) 
J 
mj+l 
J -rt r[S + [ Q(t)e + 0 
l, 2, • • •, n(T)-1. 
Q(mj+l) 
r 
8 
-rmj+l 
e 
The maximizing condition is somewhat similar to the condition { 4) of the 
CJ] 
finite chain case, the quasi-rent of the jth machine at the time of replacement 
must be equal to the interest on the scrap value plus in the interest on the 
future 11 goodwill. 1 ' 
In contrast to the finite chain case, all we can say about the sequence 
of the opt~mal life 
! l n(T) 
of a machine 1 m. } is that it takes on of the three 
17 forms below: 
{ J ~ j= 1 
( 1) Constant sequence, i.e., m_ = mVj 
J 
(2) monotonically increasing sequence, i.e., m. l > m_ V j 
J+ J 
(3) monotonically decreasing sequence, i.e., m_ 1 < m. V j. J+ J 
R. Bellman [3] introduced a functional equation technique of dynamic 
programming to the theory of replacement concerning the infinite chain. He 
defines 
( 16) f(T, t) 
9 
overall return obtained from a machine of age t at time T, 
using an optimal replacement policy. 
At each time T, the entrepreneur chooses one of two alternatives. He may 
either keep {K) the machine for another time period, or he may purchase (P) 
a new machine. Thus, the functional equation for f(T, t) is 
(17) 
where 
f(T, t) 
K 
[
K,Q(T,t) + af(T+l,t+l) 
=Max 
P ,S(T,t) - C(T)+Q(T,O)+af(T+l,l) 
stands for the policy to keep the present machine 
P stands for the policy to scrap the present machine and 
to purchase a new machine 
Q(T, t) - quasi-rent of machine of age t at time 1 
a a discount factor ae (0, 1) 
S(T, t) scrap value of machine of age t at time r 
C(T) - the cost of purchasing a new machine at time T. 
Foli' brevity assume the constancy of the scrap value and assume the quasi-
rent and the cost of new machine do not depend upon the chronological year, 
then the indicator 'T may be dropped from (17) 
An optimal policy will have the form: keep a new machine until it is 
T years old and then purchase a new one, thus the following system of equations 
is derived 
f(O) = Q(O) + af(l) 
f( 1) = Q(l) + af(2) 
(18) 
f(T-1) = Q(T-1) + af(T) 
f(T) = S - C + Q(O) + af(l) 
10 
Solving for f(O) recurrently, we obtain 
(19) 
T-1 
I: 
t=o 
(S - C) 
aT t Q(t)a + T 
1 - a 
f(O) 
l - aT 
The entrepreneur chooses T such that it maximizes the right hand side of 
equation {19). Let us call this maximizing life length T and the associated 
return£"" (0) respectively. 
T 
(20) f.(0) - fA (0) 
T T+l 
or 
Then we. have the following expression 
i 
a (1 - a) 
(1 - aT)(l _ aT+l) 
o(Tlai 
l - a T+l 
T-1 { I: Q(t)} + s - c} 
t=o 
T-1 
(21) o('i') 
- {f'f(O)-ff+l (O)} + 1-a {"' t --, .{_, Q(t)a 
~ _.a T t=o 
+ s - c} 
where£.... (0) is the return associated with the policy of keeping the machine 
T+l 
for f + 1 years. 
18 
Equation (21) is the discrete analogue to equation {12) above. 
The fixed time horizon case is studied by S. Dreyfus [6] in a manner 
similar to the above. He gives an explicit example where technological 
changes are taken into account. 
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3. The Model 
Presently the cons'umer owns a house, but he plans to replace it 
by another some time in the future. He wants to determine the optimal 
sequence of saving and consumption, and the optimal timing of the replace-
ment in his finite, fixed time horizon. He derives utility from the house 
in which he lives, from the rest of goods and services he consumes, and 
from the final stock of wealth. Thus the consumer's discounted present 
value of utility consists of the sum of his discounted instantaneous utility 
and the discounted utility of his final stock of wealth. Vie assume that the 
use value of a house can be approximated by the size and quality of the 
house arid the envirorunental considerations such as the nature of the school 
district, ta:x: rate, zoning, neighborhood, etc, We also assume that the use 
value of a house would decline over the years due to general wear and tear 
and obsolescence. 
We use the following notations: 
ct 
ht 
U(Ct, he) 
µ 
WT 
V(WT) 
s 
t* 
p 
1(s,t*,P) 
consumption of goods and services excluding housing at time t 
- the use value of house at time t 
utility at time t 
rate of consumer's tirrie preference 
- final stock of wealth 
- utility of the final stock of wealth 
T-component vector of saving 
replacement time, i.e., at time t* he sells his old house 
and buys a new one 
price of a new house 
- discounted present value of utility. 
Then the discounted present value of utility is given by 
(I. 1) 
where 
(l. la) 
hO 
T 
'- " 1-t 1-T 1(s,t",P) " L. U(Ct,ht)(l +µ) + V(WT)(l +µ) 
t=l 
h 0 e 
-P (t-t~) 
t = 1, ...• t* 
ht "l 
' -p(t-t*) 
t = t,;'+1,···,T he 
use value of the old house at the time of its purchase t* < 0 
0 --
12 
h' 
p 
use value of the new house at the time of its purchase t* e [l, · · · > T-1] 
- depreciation rate of a house. 
The consumer maximizes his discounted present value of utility (1.1) with 
respect to the saving in each period and the replacement time for the given 
price of a ne..,v house, subject to the following constraints: 
(L2) ct Yt - st - di - mt t l, · · ·, T 
where 
Yt income at time t, exogenously given 
st saving at time t 
<lt; mortgage payment at time t 
d t 1, • 0 •• t * 
(1. 2a) dt 
f{P) t == t;"'+l,•••,T 
d a given constant such that d > 0 and f(P) is an increasing function of 
P such that f(O) = 0, df/ dP > o. 19 
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mt - maintenance cost of a house at time t, exogenously given 
(1. Zb) m = 
t 
I m 0 (t- t~) 
Im· (t -t>:') 
t = l,···,t* 
t=t~'+l,···,T 
mi(T) - maintenance cost of ith house of age 'f' i = 0, 1 
(1. 3) 
where 
st 
r 
0 
Et'' 
(l.3a) 
Ho 
t* 
(1. 3b) 
Do 
* t 
(!. 3c) 
st 
) st + (1 + r)St-l 
/st + (1 + r)St-l + [E:* - ¢(P)] 
stock of saving at time t 
market rate of interest 
- equity of his old house at time t* 
Eo 
t* 
Ho 
* t 
Do 
t* 
t <=/::: t*, t=l,···,T 
t = t>:' 
market value of his old house at time t"" such that H 0 .... is a function 
t-
o£ the use value of the house and the price of the new house, i~ e., 
0 0 
Ht* = H(\•• P) 
outstanding debt on his old house at time t* 
o 0.,, = (I + r)D0~. - d 
t~· t"·-1 
(I + r)t* n° 
t* t-1 
d z (1 + r) 2: 0 
0 
t=l 
¢ (P) - downpayment on the new house such that 
~ 
dP ¢'(P)e (0, l), ¢(0) 0. 
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Thus, given the initial sto.ck of saving S and the debt D 0 , we can express 
0 0 
S as the follo'\ving t . 
t t t-k 
0 k=l 
t=l, ...• t*-1 
(1. 3') st l(l+r) S + Z (l+r) sk t t. t-k t-t* (1 + r) S + Z (1 + r) sk + (1 + r) [H0 0 • - ¢(Pl} 
(1.4) WT ST+ H~ 
where 
WT 
ST 
final stock of wealth 
final stock of saving 
0 k=l 
D' 
T 
t-
t=t*, · · ·, T 
H~ market value of his new house at time T, assumed as a fraction of 
the cost per use value multiplied by the total use value at time T, 
i.e., 
(!. 4a) ' ' ' HT = y (P/h )hT, v e (o, lJ 
D~ outstanding debt on the new house at time T 
i T-to:' T 
D = ( 1 + r) [P - ¢(Pl] - f(P) :E 
T t=t*=l 
t-t* -1 (l+r) ;o: 0 (l.4b) 
20 
or given t , time period allowed to complete the debt payment, 
(l.4b') D~ = (P - ¢(Pl] B(t*) 
where 
B(t"I 
(I. 5) 
(l. 6) 
(I. 7) 
(I. Ba) 
(l. Bb) 
T-(t''-t) 
1-(l+r) e[o,1] 
1-(l+r)-t 
dB B ' dt~" - > 0, 
21 
Ct ..2: 0 Vt 
s ''" > 0 t"r -
WT ..2: 0 
U(Ct' ht) > 0, V(W Tl > 0 for Ct' ht > 0, WT ..2: 0 
a 
U(Ct, ht) > 0, 
ac, 
d 
dWT 
az 
V(WT) > 0, 
a a 
Bht 
U(Ct'\l > 0, 
ac, 
for ct' ht > o. WT2:>: 0. 
dz 
U(O,ht) 
15 
~. 
(I. Be) 
--2 U(Ct'ht) < 0, 
ac, dWf V(WT) < 0 
for Ct, ht< 0, WT .:s_ 0. 
4. Derivation and Characterization of Optimal Consumption Sequence 
The maximization can be performed in two steps: 
{A) Maximize the discounted present value of utility "l.Vith respect to 
st, t = 1, • • ·, T for given P and t~'. 
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{B) Perform the above operation for every t* = 1, • • ·, T-1 for the given 
P and choose too;' w·hich maximizes the discounted present value of utility. 
We note that the characterization of the optimal cons'umption sequence 
,, 22 
is invariant under different values oft~-, hence it suffices to perform the 
maximization step (A) above to characterize the optimal consumption sequence. 
We form the follo"l.ving Lagrange function: 
(1. 9) L 
T 
I: . 1-t 1-T T U(yt -s, - dt - m,,h,)(l+µ) + (1+µ) V[(l+r) 5 0 
t::: 1 
T T-k +L (l+r) sk·+ 
k=l 
(1 + r?-t'' [E 0,, 
t'•' 
T-t~' 
- [(l+r) (P -¢(P)) - f(P) 
- ¢(Pl] + y(P/h')hi 
T 
'E (l+r)t-t"-\1 
t=t"-+1 
+ O'S_,_ + f3WT 
,-
"1.vhere a',f3 are the Lagrange multipliers associated with S _ ..2: 0, W T..2: O. 
t 
The first order condition is given by 
au 
(I. 10) ac 
t 
>~(~\T-t 
- d\V T 1 +µI for t 1, 2, · · ·, T 
{Equality holds for S ...• WT > 0) 
t"' 
For the interior maximum case, i.e., S ...• WT > 0, we derive 
c 
from (1. 8) and (1. 10) above the following three sets of characterization 
depending upon the relationship between the housing consumption and the 
consumption of other goods and services in the utility fu_nction, i.e., whether 
17 
their consumption is independent ---- :: 0 , or non-complements ( a
2
u ~ 
8Ct8ht 
( azu ) ( azu ) < 0 , or non-substitutes --- > 0 • 8Ct8ht - 8Ct8ht -
a2u 
Case a 0 
8Ct8ht 
The optimal consumption sequence 'ct1 T is strictly increasing, 
t= 1 
constant, and strictly decreasing for r > µ, r µ, r < µ, respectively. 
Case b 
a2u 
< 0 
8Ct8ht -
The optimal consumption sequences 
t~~ 
fc.\=1' 
strictly increasing and non-decreasing for r > µ, r 
Case c 
a2u 
8Ct8ht 
2: 0 
The optimal consumption sequences le f* t. t= l 
T ~t1t=t~'+l are both 
µ, respectively. 
T 
re t ~ are both ~t=t*+l 
non-increasing and strictly decreasing for r = µ, r < µ, respectively. 
We note in all of the three cases, the importance of the relative 
magnitude of the interest rate to the rate of subjective time preference in 
determining the optimal consumption sequence. In general if the interest 
rate is greater than the rate of time preference, it is preferable to save 
more now and earn the interest which can be spent later without undue 
sacrifice. The converse also holds, 
1 8 
5. Comparative Dynamics 
<5. 1> First we consider the effect of change in the price of a new house 
! , T 
P on the optimal consumption sequence \Ct' and' the optimal replacement 
t:: 1 
timing t~': 
From {l. 10) above we derive the following 
( 1. 11) 
au;acj 
au ;aci e:~r-j for S "·'WT> 0 and i,j=l, • •• ,T. r 
We differentiate (1, 11} with respect to P to obtain 
I 1. 1 21 
dCj/dP 
dC;/dP 
2 .. 
(
a u /acf)f~\'-J > o 
a2u Jae?- ~1 + µ} 
J 
for S _,_ > 0, WT > 0 and i, j= 1, • • • , T. 
t"" 
which states that the price change will shift the whole consumption sequence. 
Thus if we know what happens to the level of consumption in any one period, 
V..'e know for the rest Of periods. Proposition l and its corollary show us if 
we know what happens to the final stock of wealth as the price changes, then 
we can tell the corresponding changes in the optimal consumption sequence 
and the present value of utility. 
Proposition l 
For given t"'' assume S ..... W > 0, then dWT/dP > 0 implies23 f'' T -
(i) dCt/dP ~ 0 Vt, (ii) d'±' /dP > 0 (all equality holds for dWT/dP o I 
T 
where '¥(s, t*, P) I: 
t=l 
1 -t 1-T 
U(Tt'ht)(l +µ) + V(WT)(l +µ) 
Proof: 
V(WT). 
However 
( 1. 13) 
19 
(i) ToshowdCt/dP2:_0 Vt==l,2,··•,T. 
dWT/dP ~ 0 implies d~ V 1 (WT) _::; 0 by strict concavity of 
From 
&, 
dP 
11. 101 au ac, v'(l+r)T-t Hµ Vt, d (au) thus dP act ~ O Vt. 
0 and 
a2u ac;r< 0 
2 
dCt 
imply--> 
dP -
0 Vt. 
Q.E.D. 
(ii) To show d'i' /dP ~ 0 
Differentiate (1. 1) with respect to P to obtain 
dY 
dP 
T 
L 
t= 1 
au dCt( )1-t dV dWT( )1-T BC dP 1 + µ + dW dP 1 + µ 
t t 
By the result above dCt/dP :;:::_ 0 Vt and by hypothesis dW T/dP ~ 0, 
we have d'{I /dP ~ O. 
Corollary l 
For given to:' 
Q.E.D. 
24 
assume S ...• WT> 0, then dWT/dP < 0 implies 
t" 
(i) dCt/dP < 0 Vt, (ii) dY/dP < 0. 
In general, it is not possible to find the directional change of the optimal 
replacement time (t:::') as the price of a new house changes. The change of 
the replacement time in either direction would have both a positive and 
negative effect on the utility. However, by having some additional 
20 
restrictions on the n'ature of the utility functions and the end conditions, 
'.Ve obtain the following t"\vo propositions with opposite results. 
Proposition 2-1 
Assume: (1) the optimal final stock of wealth associated with the 
different prices of a house are the same and positive, and the stock of 
saving at the time of replacement associated with the different prices 
are positive; (2) the consumption and housing services are independent 
items in his utility function; (3) the consumer's tiine preference equals 
the market rate of interest; ( 4) the new house yields higher use-value 
than the old house, then the increase in the price of a house would not 
delay the replacement time, provided that (5) the final stock of wealth 
does not fall for the given replacement time: i.e., 
Assume (1) WT(P 1) = WT(P 2) > 0 ; s :.:- ,s .,,, > 0 t -(Pl) ('(Pz) 
az 
(2) 
a eta ht = 0 
(3) r = µ 
(4) h• 0-p(T-b+l-t':'(P1)) '=: hoe-P[t*(P1)+1-tiJ 
(5) dWT I -- > 0 
dP It* fix;-d 
then P 1 < Pz_implies t*(P 1 ).:;::: t*(P 2 }. 
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Proof: 
(i) To shov.' that the present value of utility ,vould not fall, i.e., 
'f[t*(P2 ),Pz} 2: 'Y(t~'(P 1 J,P 1 ] for Pz > P 1 
.. T 1-t 
where ~(t-, P) :::: Z U(Ct,ht)(l + µ) 1-T V(WTl(l + µ) 
t= l 
t*(P-)3 f[t*(P.) p.J > ![t* P-] Vt* 
1 t'l- 'l 
I 2 
By assumption (1) and (5), and by Proposition 1 we have 
![t*(P1),Pj].,; f[t*(P1),Pz]. 
Thus by definition of t*(P) we obtain: 
(I. 14) ![t*(P1I• P1l .:S ![t''IP2),Pz] 
Q.E.D. 
(ii) To show t*(P1 l;;;:: t*(P2), assume the contrary, i.e., t*(P1)<t*(P2 ). 
Assum?tions (1). (2) and (3) ensure the optimal consumption sequence 
{c~JT and fc;J T are identical and constant over time, where c{ is 
t= 1 t= l 
the consumption at time t associated '\Vith Pj price. 
Case l Assume T = t';'(Pz) > t*(P 1), let h{ be the use value of a house 
at time t associated with Pj price. Then hf ?.. h; V t=l, · •·, T. Thus 
f[t*(P1l. Pl]> 1[t*(P2), Pzl· 
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Case 2 Assume T > t;'(Pz) = t~'(P 1 ) + b where bis any arbitrary 
positive integer such that the inequality above is satisfied. 
We have 
(!) h/ h2 t t::: 1, · • •, t"'{P 1) (area A in Fig. l) 
(2) 
(3) 
hi 
2 
2 
ht+b to t*(P 1) + !,- ·., T-b _(area B in Fig. 1) 
l >h2 
hT-b+l- t*(P1)+! by assumption (4), which implies that 
hl ,,., > h2 
t+T-b-t"'"(P 1) - t 
t*(P 1)tl,' · • ,t*(P1)+b 
{area C in Fig. 1) 
t.tl',)+l :I 
ttfiH b T-b T 
\i1-ne.. hot-i3.on 
-1',,'t : '. '. ~ ~A y 1· ·;~"'"t:3:'£i::::!::z 
-f»' t 
Thus we obtain 
FIGURE I 
(Shaded area corresponds to the use value 
from the ne'\v house) 
T l*(P1)+b 
'I;"' I I I -t 'I;"' I I 1-t J-' U(C,,h,l(l+u) > .L.. U(Ct'\+T-b-t*(P ))(!+µ) 
t"r(P I)+ I t"t"(P I)+ I I 
T T 
+ 
~ 1 1 1-t ~ 2 2 1-t 
• L.. ucc,,h,_bl(I+µl 2: ,J-• u(c,,h,llI+µl 
t:::t'··(P
1
)+btl t=t~'(P 1 )+1 
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Hence 'f[t*(P 1).P 1J > '¥[t~'(Pz),P2 J, contradicting (1.14) above. Thus 
\Ve conclude t1~(P 1 ) ?: t*(Pz). 
Q.E.D. 
Proposition 2-2 
Under the identical assumptions (1) through (4) in Proposition 2-1, 
the increase in the price would not hasten the replacement tllne, provided 
that (5) the f1nal stock of wealth declines for any given t~', i.e., 
Assume ( 1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
W T(Pl) = W T(P2) > O; s ·'· ,s ~ f'(Pj) t''(P2) 
> 0 
a2u 
actaht = 0 
r == µ 
h 1 e- e[T - b+l -t''IP2)] 2 h 0 e- e[ t''(Pz)+ 1 -t:'.J 
dWT I 
-- <0 
dP t* fixed 
then P
1 
< P 2 implies t*(P 1) S. t~'(P 2 ). 
Proof. Similar to Proposition 2-1, use Corollary 1 instead of Proposition 1. 
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<5. 2> Secondly \Ve consider the effect of change in the rate of interest 
on the optimal consumption sequence JcJ;=l and the optimal replacement 
timing t~': 
From (1.10) above we derive 
I!. 15) 
au J ac, 
au 1act+1 =(~ : :) for S ~,,WT > 0 and Vt t 
Differentiate (1.15) above with respect tor to obtain 
1, · · ·, T-1. 
dC1 
(l.16) al dr 
dCz t 
<a a--<·.·< rr 1 2 dr i=l 
dCt < .. · < 
ai dr 
T dC'T 
fiai~ 
i= 1 
ltr 3 U/3Ct > 0 2 2 ) 
where at= C+µ)~2u;acf-1 t 2, 3· • •, T a 1 ::: 1. 
Thus it is clear that if the optimal consumption in the first period rises as 
the interest rate rises, then the consumption in each following period will 
also rise. On the other hand if the optimal consumption in the final period 
falls as the interest rises, then so does the consumption in each preceding 
period. Thus we obtain Proposition 3 and its Corollary. 
Proposition 3, 
For given t* 
ac 1 
assume S ~.• WT > 0, the -a-?: 
t' r 
(i) 
dCt 
--> 0 t = 2, · · ·, T dr 
d~ 
(ii) dr > o. 
0 implies 
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Proof, 
(i) 
dCt 
dr > 0 t 2, • · ·, T is itnmediate by the 
equation (1. 16). 
dY 
(ii) To show dr > O. 
Differentiate (1.10/ above with respect tor 
I 1. 1 71 
a2u 
l)c2-
t 
de, 
dr 
T- t 
v" dWT {l+r) 
dr \1 +µ 
T-t-1 
+ (T - t) v(11 tr) (_]_) Vt +µ l+µ 
dCt 
By the result above we have cl;-> 0 t = 2,··•,T, thus 
(I. 18) n dW T (.!_±__!)T-t V dr l + µ + (T-t) v I l._:I:___!_ -
1
-( ~T·-t-l( ) 1 t µ Itµ < 0 t = 2, • • •• T 
which implies d:T > O. Differentiate (l. l} with respect to r to obtain 
(J.19) dy 
dr 
T 
" t= l 
au dCt 1-t _,dWT 1-T 
-- -- (1 tµ) t v-- (l +µ) 
act dr dr 
dY 
Thus we have dr > 0. 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary 3 
For given t':' 
(i) dCt < O dr 
dCT 
assume SJ-' WT> 0, then -d-
t~- r 
t = 1,···,T-1 
dy 
(ii) dr 
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:::;_ 0 implies 
< 0, 
As in the previous section <s. 1 > the changes in the final stock of 
wealth has a significant implication to the changes in the consumption 
sequence and the present value of utility. 
Proposition 4. 
For given to:' 
dWT 
assume St*' WT> 0, then~:::;_ 0 implies 
(i) dCt t = l,2,···,T-1. dCT -<0 cl;;-::;_ 0, dr 
dY 
(ii) dr < O. 
Proof. 
Recall 
a2u 
(1.17) cZ 
a t 
dCt 
dr 
,, dWT (I+ r)T-t (I+ r)T-t-I( I ) V -- -- t (T - t) V -- --- Vt 
dr 1 + µ 1 + µ 1 + µ 
dWT a2u dCt 
Thus -- < 0 implies -- -- > 0 t = 1, · · ·, T-1 and dr - ac2 dr 
t 
a Zu dCT dC, dCT 
-- > 0, hence--< 0 t = 1,···,T-1 and-·< O. By 
act dr - dr dr -
dY 
the equation (I. 19) above, we have - < O. 
dr 
Q.E.D. 
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Now the question we would like to ask is what factors are involved 
25 . 
in the determination of the sign of dC 1 /dr and dCT/dr. Expressing 
the equatiOn ( 1. 1 7} explicitly we have, 
(1. 20) 
where 
<le, 
uttdr 
(a) Uu 
dWT a (T - t)b 
- + t at dr 
T 
atB - at ~(l +·r)T-t dCt dr + at(T - t)b Vt 
a2u 
ac2 
t 
< 0, at 
l + T-t v"( __ r\ < O 
l + µ) 
'I " (b) b = V v ( l + r) 
(c) B 
T 
T(l + r)T-l{So - ng) + LtT 
t= 1 
- t)(l + r)T-t-1 
t'' 
s, 
+ (T - t*)(l + r) - (H0 •• - P) + d (T - 1- - l + t) T-t* 1 -~ ~ 
(d) 
t- t= 
T 
T-t*-Z+t '"" ~- t-t""-2 (1 + r) + f 4.J (t - t"' - l}(l + r) 
dWT = at(B 
dr 
t:::t'·'+l 
T 
- ')'(l + r)T-t dCt ti' dr ) 
Collecting terms and presenting them in a matrix form, we have Ax= b, or 
T-1 T-2 
U l l + a 1 (l+r) a 1 (l+r) al 
T-1 T-2 
a 2 (I+r) u 22+a2(l+r) a2 
(1.21) 
T-1 T-2 
aT{l+r) aT(l+r} • ·. U +a 
. TT T 
dC1 
dr 
dCz 
dr 
dCT J. 
dr 
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a 1(B+(T-l)bl 
a 21B+(T-2)b) 
aT-l(B+b) 
a TB 
The determinant of A and the typical cofactor of A are given by26 
IL 221 
(1. 23) 
T T T k 
!A!= IT Utt+ L ak(l+r) - IT Utt 
t=l k=l t,P k 
where 
Aij 
Aii 
T 
Il Utt= U11·U22· ... •UTT 
t= 1 
T-i 
-a.{l + r) 
J 
IT u + 
t=:f. i tt 
IT_ • Utt i* j, 
t-=F-1. J 
i,j=l,2,··· ,T 
L: 
k=# i 
T-k U 
a (l+r) II tt 
k '*;,k i=l,2,···,T 
Solving for dC./dr '.ve have 
J . 
(1. 24) 
dC· a· 
.::..::.!. - _::I_ 
dr - JAi [BIT U + b(T-j)IT U t + bL a.(l+r)T-i IT Utt(i~j)J 
tfj tt t1'j t i#j ' '"'i 
j=l,2, .. ",T. 
Thus 
(I. 25) 
dCI 
dr 
•1 
\AT 
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{B [] Utt+ b(T-1) [] Utt + 
ti! t;!i 
T-i b L a.(l+r) [] Utt(i-1)} 
lf-1 l t#i,l 
It is clear that the necessary condition for dC 1/dr to be non-negative is to 
have B > O. Recalling the equation (1. 20-c) on B, we note the difficulty 
in signing B due to the unknown sign .Pattern of saving {st). It can be said, 
however, that the i.ncrease in the initial stock of saving S 0 or the increase 
in the market value of the old house H~*' or the decrease in the initial debt 
D~ will have a tendency to increase B and hence the consumption. On the 
other hand the necessary condition for dCT/dr to be non-positive is to have 
B< 0 as can be seen by choosing j =Tin the equation (1.24). 
·Concerning the relationship .between the interest rate and the re-
placement time we introduce the following proposition, which states that if 
the debt payment period is r·elatively long and the final outstanding debt is 
exogenously given constant, then the increase in interest rate will hasten the 
replacement. 27 i. eo. 
Proposition 5 
Assume (1) t'tobe such that (t*+i-T) ln(l+r )~ 
. 2 
(2) Di(r 1) = DT(r2 ) D 
then r 1 < r 2 implies t* (r 1) > t*(r zl 
ProoL 1 I 
dDT 
(i) To show -d- > 0, 
r fl.' fixed 
Differentiate equation (1. 4b1 ) l.vith respect tor to obtain 
(I. 26) 
where 
dD1 
__! 
dr 
s<t*J 
(P - ¢)1 (l+r)t:l_(l+r)I s<t*J 
(t'' + t - T)(l + r?-t'' - B(t*)f 
T-t*-t 
B(t "l = I - (l+r) ,. 
l - (l+r) - t• 
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Since $(T) 0 and by the assumption (1) as .. _ < 0, we have g(t*) > 0 
dt~' 
t* e (!, T], dD
1 
which implies a! > 0. 
(ii) By differentiating D~ with respect to t* we have 
l 
dDT 
(I. 27) dt~ 
dB 
(P - ¢)--:;:- > O. 
dt~ 
Thus by the constraint of assumption (2) we must have 
t*(rl) > t*(rz) for rl < rz. 
6. Concluding Remarks 
Q.E.D. 
We formulated a mcdel in which the consumer maximizes the dis-
counted present value of utility with respect to the consumption time path 
and replacement timing. We note that the derived optimal time path 
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crucially depends upon the ratio of the interest rate to the subjective time 
preference. \Ve also note such an optimal time path \vill shift either 
upward or downward depending upon the magnitude of the 11 wealth effectn 
as the price of a new house- changes. The ambiguity involved here seems 
to be a typical one associated with any utility analysis. 
Optimal replacement time is characterized in terms of its sensitivity 
to the changes in parameters suc~as the price of a new house and rate of 
interest. It is shown that one cannot unequivocally determine the direction 
of change in the replacement timing as the parameters change. The itwealth 
effect", debt constraints, and ' 1financial positionn must all be taken into 
account. 
Even though the analysis here is confined to the situation where 
replacemellt takes place exactly once, the' model can be easily generalized 
to handle n replacements (n::: 0, 1, • · •, T}; however only pr.oposition l and 
its corollary can be established for the general model. 
The author believes that further study concerning the optimal number 
of replacements and the changes in the parameters (price, interest rate) 
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z. 
Footnotes 
Some studies have been made concerning the optimal life of consumer 
durables (A.H. Fox [11], A.A. Alchian [2]). But alas, those studies 
are not dealt with in the proper framework of inter-temporal utility 
m<iXimization. 
The relevance of such study tO the demand for consumer durables has 
been neglected in the past. However such study will certainly shed 
some light on the hitherto obscure relationship between the components 
of the demand for durables. 
3. In contrast to the firm and organization, probably it is more appropriate 
to assume a finite, fixed time horizon for the consumer theory. Expected 
remaining life length may constitute the upper bound for the horizon. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
See G.A. D. Preinriech [21], p. 44 for the discussion of H. Hotelling 
a~d Preinreich. 
The quasi-rent function given in this form, Q(Lj, a) can take into 
2.ccount technological irriprovement, and obsolescence factor. 
If v.'e assume the scrap value changes with the time of scrapping, 
i.e.• S = S(Tj), then the expression (4) will become 
QiTjl r(S + Gj_l) - S1 (Tj)' whi"Ch results in earlier scrapping under 
the usual assumptions of Q 1(T .) < 0, S1 (T .) < 0. 
J J 
Note; Gn here corresponds to the 11 goodwill" expression Gin equation 
(2) above. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
The sequence of the life 
n 
of a machine {T.} 
J j= 1 
is monotonically de-
creasing until it reaches the limit T ~ O. The sequence of the 
n 
"goodwill" ~G.} is monotonically increasing until it reaches the 
J j::: 1 
limit G, such G is associated with the limit T. If T is zero, then 
the sum of the infinitely extended sequence may be finite, i.e.• 
L Tj 
j= 1 
T < co, in such a case, a project involving the time horizon 
longer than T may find the machine concerned is not appropriate. 
This, of course, does not necessarily follow if the time horizon is 
fixed. 
See the criticism by Pri=:iinreich [21] of this formulation. 
11. By assuming the rate of production to be unit constant, i. re., x(t) = 1, 
equation (8) yields something similar to Smith's [23] constant annual 
cost stream. Additional assumption on the interest rate and the scrap 
value in the nature of both being insignificant, i.e., r = S = 0, will 
reduce equation {8) into the objective function used by Brems [4], Fox 
C 1 T 
" T + T f M(t) dt. 
0 
[11], Clapham[5], i.e., w By assuming 
operating, maintenance cost to be linear in the age of the machine, 
i.e., M{t) at, "ve will have the so-called nsquare-root formula" 
T=~. 
12. Naturally the same expression can be obtained by maximizing 
T 
" -rkT {j -rt -rT G = L.J e Q(t)e dt + Se 
k=o o 
- C }. See Lutz and Lutz [17], 
Alchian [2J and Smith [22]. 
13. This problem is first posed by Alchian [2] and later by S. Dreyfus 
[6 ]. Dreyfus uses the functional equation technique of dynamic 
programming. The quotation is from Alchian [2], p. 12. 
14. Proof goes as follows: Let G(a, b} be the maximum goodwill associated 
with b number of machines and time horizon a. Then we have 
c[T. n(°T)]..?: G[T(Ii),n] for T .2:: T(il). We want to show n(T)..?: n .. 
Assume the contrary~ i~ e~ ~ n(T) = n 1 < n:. Then G[T, n{T°)] 
n1 
G[T(n1J,n1] < G[T('il),D], where T(n1) = !: T. < T(ll). Thus contra-i= l l 
diction is obtained and we cOnclude n(Tl .2:: n. 
15. If T 2: T(Ii) ~ n(T) = n, then the optimal replacement timing is 
exactly the same as the finite chain case, An interesting case is 
T .2:: T(fi) implies n{T) > Ii. In particular if T = T(ii), then it can 
be sho"vn that T 1 >mi Vi=l, •· ·,n(T)-1 • • • T > m Vi=l • • • n i , • 
n(T) - !i+l, where m 1 is the optimci.l life. of ith machine in the fixed 
horizon case. 
16. IfT L T(U), then we assume n(TJ to be strictly larger than n. Other-
wise the optimal policy would be identical to the finite case, except 
when T > T(li) and n{T) = n. In such a case the entrepreneur will 
have T - T(Il) of ndoing-nothing11 period, 
1 7. Rewriting the equation (15) we have 
rnj+l 
f , -rt ( 151 ) Q(mj) = A+ Q (t)e dt 
0 
A= r(S - C) + Q(O) j=l,···,k·-1 
Thus given three possible cas~s (l} mk = mk-l' {2} mk :::=· mk-l' 
(3) ~ < mk-l' we have three forms of the sequence. 
18. Note the equation {12) can be written as 
Q(T) r ;r -rt 
_ e-rT (J Q(t)e dt + S - C]. 
0 
19. If the consumer owns a house completely then d and the 'initial out-
standing debt, D~, are both equal to zero. 
20. We assume that the date (tot'+ "t) when the consumer completes his 
debt payment is farther than the time horizon T. Note t is given by 
t*+t 
(1 + r)t (P - ¢(P)} - f(P) tf.;+ 1 (1 + r)t-t*-1 o. 
Thus f(P) can be expressed by the following 
r 
f(P) (P - ¢(P)} ( _ } • 
1-(l+r)-t 
Substitution of the above into ( 1. 4b) yields ( 1. 4b). 
21, We would only consider the case where Ct>O Vt. This is possible by 
assumption (1. Sb) (0/8Ct) U(O, htl = 00 • 
